How to Find an Aerial Image
A Self-Tutorial

GIS Services
1401 Marina Way South
Richmond, CA 94804
Tel: (510) 621-1298 Fax: (510) 307-8116

1. Open up the City’s website.

2. Navigate to the GIS Mapping Services page.
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3. Initiate the Property Information application, by double-clicking on either the header
or the thumbnail image.

4. Accept the disclaimer and conditions of use, by clicking “I Agree.”
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5. This brings up the Orthophoto Viewer main display.

6. (Optionally) Maximize the display by
(a) highlighting the maximize button (

) in the Internet Explorer toolbar

(b) highlighting the address field and hitting the Enter (←) key on the keyboard
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7. This causes the display to default to the entire screen area:

Aerial Image (Orthophoto) Search
8. An aerial image search can be performed in one of several ways:
- By Graphic Interaction
- Through the Overview Map
- By Address
Graphic Interaction
9. Click on the Zoom In (
) function, and define a rectangle with your mouse
around the area of interest. This returns the area of interest.
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10. Additional zoom-ins bring up additional detail, e.g., streets.

11. The application also provides the ability to “pan” around (
representation of the city.
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) the

orthophoto

Overview Map Finder
12. Activate the Overview Map (
) function This brings up the Overview Map in
the upper left-hand corner of the display. Initially the overview rectangle defaults to
the current map display.

13. Click inside the overview map to reposition the map display to a new, desired
location.

14. Use the interactive graphic tools to maneuver within the new location.
Zoom In
Zoom Out
Zoom to Full Extent
Zoom to All Features
Zoom to Last View
Pan
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Address Finder
15. Click on the Locate Address (
) button. This brings up the Locate input form.
The search can be conducted in one of two ways:
- Exact address
- Intersection

16. Enter an exact address, making sure to enter all three address components – street
number, name, and type:

The application responds by locating, and zooming into, the address of interest

17. Enter an intersection
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The application responds by locating, and zooming into, the intersection of interest.

18. A new search can be initiated by clicking on the Locate Another Address button.
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Printing
There are three printing options off the display:
Application Option
1. Click on the Print button (

) in the right-hand Tool panel.

2. This brings up the Print Map function

3. Click on the Create Print Page button, to bring up the HTML Viewer Map page

4. Click on the File drop-down in the toolbar and select the Print… option
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5. This brings up the Print dialog tool. Modify the print setup, as appropriate, and then
execute the print.

Internet Explorer (IE) Option
1. Click on the File drop-down in the IE toolbar and select the Print Preview… option.
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2. This brings up the Print Preview screen.

3. Click on the Print button, to bring up the Print dialog tool. Modify the print setup, as
appropriate, and then execute the print.
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Screen Capture Option
1. Click on the Print Scrn key, on the keyboard. This captures the current display as an
image.
2. Open a Microsoft application (e.g., Word document).

3. Paste (Ctrl-V) the image into the document.
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4. Click on the File drop-down in the toolbar and select the Print… option .

5. Modify the print setup, as appropriate, and then execute the print.

Note: The screen capture option can also be performed through a custom screen
capturing tool.
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Tool Kit (

)

The map toolbar, located on the left side of the screen, contains a variety of tools for
interacting with the map.
General
Some of the map tools change the cursor function in the map frame, while others are
simply single-click functions which perform an operation, and then return you to the map
tool you were using. For the tools that set a cursor function, the function remains constant
until you choose another map tool. These tools include Zoom In , Zoom Out , Pan
, Map Tips , Select by Rectangle , and Measure .
Tool Descriptions
Toggle Legend
The Toggle Legend tool allows you to toggle between the layer listing and the legend.
Toggle Location Map
The Toggle Location Map tool allows you to toggle the location map on and off. When
toggled on, the location map appears in the upper left hand corner of the display. The
location map shows where the current displayed location is with respect to the overall
extent of the map.
Zoom In
The Zoom In tool allows you to zoom in to an area smaller than the area currently visible
on the screen. There are two ways to zoom in. Click the Zoom In icon and either:
1. Left-click, press down, and drag a box around the zoom area.
2. Left-click once on the map where you want to zoom in.
Zoom Out
The Zoom Out tool allows you to zoom out to an area larger than what is currently visible
on the screen. There are two ways to zoom out. Click the Zoom Out icon and either:
1. Left-click, press down, and drag a box around the zoom out area.
2. Left-click once on the map where you want to zoom out.
NOTE: Unlike the Zoom In tool, the zoom-out factor is inversely proportional to the size
of the box you draw. This means the smaller the box you draw, the more you zoom out.
Zoom to Full Extent
The Zoom to Full Extent tool allows you to reset the view of the map to the full extent.
Click the Zoom to Full Extent icon to reset the full extent view of the map.
Zoom to All Features
Clicking this tool will zoom the map to the area covered by ALL of the features in your
selection set.
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Zoom to Last View
The Zoom to Last View tool allows you to return to the map's previous view. To return to
the previous view, click the Return to Last View icon.
Pan
The Pan tool allows you to re-center the map without zooming in or out. To pan, click
the pan icon and the cursor will change to a hand. With the hand, left-click and drag the
map in any direction. When you let go of the mouse button, the map will redraw.
Identify
The Identify tool allows you to display attribute information for the feature that you
clicked.
Query
The Query tool allows you to search for features based on a query expression
Find
The Find tool allows you to find map features with an attribute value matching a string
that you type. This tool is only available for selected features.
Measure Tool
The Measure Tool tool allows you to measure distances on the map. To use the Measure
Tool, click the Measure Tool icon. Two text boxes labeled "Total" and "Segment" will
appear at the top of the screen. Using your cursor, click the points you wish to measure.
Notice that every time you click, a red point gets added to the map and the "Segment"
distance gets added to the "Total" distance. You can create a polygon (e.g., square,
rectangle, or other shape) or use the tool to measure a line. Note that polygons are limited
to 10 points.
Buffer Features
This tool allows you to select features that are a certain distance from the feature you
have highlighted in yellow in your selection set. After clicking this button, you will be
presented with another window in which you may enter a numerical distance and choose
feet or miles. After doing this, the map will redraw showing you the newly selected
features, and they will be added to your selection set.
Select by Rectangle
The Select by Rectangle tool allows you to select features from the map by drawing a
rectangle on the screen. To use the Select by Rectangle tool, left-click and drag a
selection box around the area in which you wish to select properties (for example, a
neighborhood.). The selected features will be highlighted and added to the selection set
below the map.
Select by Line/Polygon
The Select by Line/Polygon tool allows you to select features from the map by creating a
line or rectangle on the screen. To use the Select by Line/Polygon tool, click a series of
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points around the area in which you wish to select features (for example, a
neighborhood.) The shape of the polygon does not need to be regular. The selected
features will be highlighted and added to the selection set below the map.
Clear Selection Set
This tool allows you to clear all the features from the selection set.
Locate Address/Intersection
This tool will locate an address or an intersection of interest. You will be prompted to
enter a starting address or an intersection. You will then be zoomed in to the address or
intersection that you have entered.
Print Map
This tool allows you to send the current map to a printer.
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